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Michael D.C. Drout is an associate professor of English at Wheaton College
in Norton, Massachusetts, where he teaches courses in Old and Middle
English, medieval literature, Chaucer, fantasy, and science fiction.

Professor Drout received his Ph.D. in medieval literature from Loyola
University in 1997. He also holds M.A. degrees from Stanford (journalism)
and the University of Missouri-Columbia (English literature) and a B.A. from
Carnegie Mellon.

Professor Drout was awarded the Faculty Appreciation Award for teaching
by the Wheaton College class of 2002. He is the editor of J.R.R. Tolkien’s
Beowulf and the Critics, which won the Mythopoeic Scholarship Award for
Inklings Studies for 2003. His most recent book, How Tradition Works: A
Meme-Based Poetics of the Anglo-Saxon Tenth Century, will be published by
Arizona Medieval and Renaissance Studies in 2005. Drout is one of the
founding editors of the journal Tolkien Studies and is editor of The J.R.R.
Tolkien Encyclopedia, which will be published by Routledge in 2006.

Drout has published extensively on medieval literature, including articles on
William Langland’s Piers Plowman, the Anglo-Saxon wills, the Old English
translation of the Rule of Chrodegang, the Exeter Book “wisdom poems,”
and Anglo-Saxon medical texts. He has also published articles on Ursula
Le Guin’s Earthsea books and Susan Cooper’s Dark Is Rising series of
children’s fantasy novels. Drout has written an Old English grammar
book, King Alfred’s Grammar, which is available for free at his website,
www.michaeldrout.com. He has given lectures in England, Finland, Italy,
Canada, and throughout the United States.

Drout lives in Dedham, Massachusetts, with his wife, Raquel D’Oyen, their
daughter, Rhys, and their son, Mitchell.

You will get the most out of this course if you have the following book:

The Riverside Chaucer by Geoffrey Chaucer, edited by Larry D. Benson, et al.
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Introduction
Had Geoffrey Chaucer not written, or not written so well, the last 600 years of
English literature would have been decidedly different. His creative style and use
of language served as one of the primary foundations on which later writers
built. Through his writing, Chaucer’s wit, charm, and eloquence give us a deeper
understanding of not only the time in which he lived, but of how human emotion,
frailty, and fortitude are the base elements of human existence.

Despite social upheaval and the changing fortunes of his patrons and peers,
Chaucer remained a favored subject during three distinct and contrasting reigns.
His experiences provided Chaucer an appreciation for his good (and bad) for-
tune—and that of others—made evident in his writing.

Chaucer’s works are today widely studied and serve as models for current liter-
ature around the world. Chaucer holds a place of esteem as the earliest and one
of the foremost writers in the English language.

©
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Geoffrey Chaucer was born in the early 1340s and died in 1400. The son of a
prosperous London wine merchant, Chaucer was a middle-class commoner
who rose to positions of power and influence with three different kings.

Social Change

England in Chaucer’s day was undergoing rapid social, political, and tech-
nological changes. The country was prospering due to the wool trade, and
some middle-class merchants were becoming wealthier than members of the
nobility; these changes led to social conflict. A variety of religious controver-
sies, including the “Great Schism” (in which there were two competing
Popes, one in Rome, one in Avignon) and some pre-Protestant reform
movements also brought about political and intellectual unrest. England was
evolving into a dynamic, trade-based society with considerable individual
and intellectual freedom, but the changes did not come easily.

Chaucer was caught up in the middle of all of these changes, and they influ-
enced his writing immensely.

Service to the Court

Although his poetry was popular during his life, Chaucer was almost certain-
ly more well known for being an efficient and powerful servant of the royal
court than he was for being a poet. Chaucer was the consummate insider,
working as a messenger for the royal court, as Controller of the Customs for
the wool trade (England’s most important export), and as Clerk of the King’s
Works—responsible for construction and repairs at all of King Richard II’s
residences and holdings.

As a young man, Chaucer was a retainer of Elizabeth de Burgh, Countess of
Ulster and the wife of Prince Lionel, one of the sons of King Edward III. The
Countess’s brother-in-law was John of Gaunt, who became the most powerful
man in England and was a patron of Chaucer; John appears to have commis-
sioned Chaucer’s poem The Book of the Duchess in honor of his wife,
Blanche, who died in 1368. Chaucer served in King Edward’s military forces
in France in 1359 and was captured for a short time before being ransomed
by the king. His experiences in war influenced some of his poetry, particularly
the description of the Temple of Mars in “The Knight’s Tale.” Chaucer carried
letters for Prince Lionel during peace negotiations in 1360; this was the first
of his journeys in continental Europe on behalf of the English crown. He
became a member of King Edward’s household, carrying messages for the
king to the continent, and he may have studied law while in the king’s ser-
vice. In 1374, King Edward granted Chaucer a gallon of wine per day for
life—no one knows why, but scholars speculate that it might have been aL
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Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .

Read The Life of Geoffrey Chaucer by Derek Pearsall.

Lecture 1:
Chaucer’s Life, Times, and Importance



reward for a poem. Chaucer then became Controller of the Customs (export
tax) on wool, sheepskins, and leather.

He remained in office longer than any Controller of his age (twelve years) and
successfully performed his duties. During this time, Chaucer also traveled on
the king’s secret business to continental Europe. In 1381, the Peasant’s
Revolt took place; mobs rampaged through London and burnt John of Gaunt’s
palace. They were then brutally suppressed.

Chaucer then moved to Kent and was soon elected to Parliament. A few
years later Chaucer became Clerk of the King’s Works (responsible for con-
struction and repair) for King Richard II. After being wounded in a highway
robbery, Chaucer left this office. He was made deputy forester of the royal for-
est at North Petherton in Somerset—a cushy government job. Richard II was
deposed in 1399 by Henry IV, John of Gaunt’s son; Henry continued to sup-
port Chaucer.

Chaucer thus managed to be a confidant and servant for three different
kings; he survived court intrigue and changes in power by always being use-
ful and efficient in whatever services he performed.

Influence as Poet

Chaucer is buried in Westminster Abbey. His grave is the beginning of
“poet’s corner”—other, later poets wanted to be buried near him. He is con-
sidered to be the first great poet in English, more important than anyone
except Shakespeare. His works have been translated into all significant lan-
guages, and The Canterbury Tales has been read and studied continuously
for over 600 years.

Chaucer’s greatness comes from both his representation of his own time
and also from his ability to grasp essential human truths. His works include
everything from translations of philosophical works and treatises on religious
matters to romances and dirty barnyard stories, from perfectly crafted moral
exempla to “saints’ lives” to beast fables. His artistry includes mastery of
many poetic forms, from short poem to epic and from intricate “rime royal” to
simple rhyming couples. His themes include such contemporary concerns as
gender relations, class struggle, religious dissent, and social contest.

Chaucer observed and understood his society from top to bottom and
his keen eye and deep honesty, coupled with his unparalleled access to
those with power and privilege, make his works enduring classics of
English literature.
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1. Discuss how Chaucer’s social position might have influenced his ability to
write (i.e., giving him time and money) and those things he might have
written about (i.e., would he have chosen or avoided certain topics?).

2. What was your impression of Chaucer and his times before reading his
works? Write down what you think (or thought) Chaucer’s works will (or
would) be like.

Pearsall, Derek. The Life of Geoffrey Chaucer. Oxford: Blackwell, 1992.

Brewer, D.S. Chaucer and His World. New York: Dodd Mead, 1978.

Crow, Martin M., and Claire C. Olson, eds. Chaucer Life-Records. Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1966.

Rickert, Edith, Martin M. Crow, and Claire C. Olson, eds. Chaucer’s World.
New York: Columbia University Press, 1948.

�
Questions

Suggested Reading

FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Other Books of Interest
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History of the English Language

From about 500 until 1066, Old English (also called Anglo-Saxon) was the
language of England. Old English is a Germanic language.

In 1066, William the Conqueror invaded England from Normandy and made
Norman French the official language. Between 1066 and about 1200, Old
English and French blended together—probably due in part to the children of
French-speaking aristocrats being raised by Anglo-Saxon speakers. When
the kingdoms of Normandy and English became separated, French was no
longer the official language. The blend of Germanic Anglo-Saxon and
Romance French was now the spoken language of England. We call this
Middle English.

Chaucer wrote in Middle English, which was spoken from about 1200 to
1500. In Chaucer’s day, there were many dialects of Middle English. Chaucer
spoke the London dialect, which, probably due to commerce and printing, is
the ancestor of contemporary Modern English.

Middle English is no longer spoken because, around 1500, “The Great Vowel
Shift” occurred. Within about a generation, the pronunciation of all English
vowels had shifted around—no one knows why. The resulting language, early
Modern English, had mostly the same grammar and vocabulary as Middle
English, but the pronunciation was very different. This is why it takes a little
work for speakers of Modern English to learn to read Chaucer’s Middle
English, but Middle English is much easier to understand than Old English.

Poetic Style

Native Old English poetry was alliterative: repetition of consonant or vowel
sounds in positions of stress. This tradition continued into the Middle English
period. But Chaucer’s style comes from continental European sources rather
than from the native tradition. He writes rhyming poetry in a variety of forms.
Rhyming poetry is somewhat easier to write in Middle English because there
are some alternate pronunciations for words that allow for a greater number
of possible rhymes.

For rhythm, Chaucer’s early poetry used a four-beat line, which was a very
popular form. His innovation was to introduce a five-beat line, which had not
been used very much in English poetry before him. Chaucer wrote both stan-
zaic poetry and couplets. His seven-line stanzas, called “rime royal,” follow the
pattern: a b a b b c c. He was a master of nearly every form he attempted.

Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .

Read The Cambridge Companion to Chaucer (Piero Boitani and Jill Mann, eds.).

Lecture 2:
Language, Style, and Literary Background
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Continental and Classical Literary Influences

Chaucer was most significantly influenced by the Italian poets Petrarch,
Dante, and Boccaccio.

The Canterbury Tales is strongly influenced by Boccaccio’s Decameron and
The House of Fame and by Dante’s Divine Comedy. Chaucer was also influ-
enced by French sources: he translated Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de
Meun’s Romance of the Rose and learned from these French authors.
Froissart and Guillaume de Machaut were also important to him.

Like other educated men of his time, Chaucer could read Latin. He knew
classical Latin verse, although he often worked with French translations of
Latin sources. At the end of Troilus and Criseyde, Chaucer links himself in
the poetic tradition to Homer, Lucan, and Statius (although he could not read
Homer in Greek).

English Influences

It is speculated that Chaucer also had some knowledge of John Wycliff, a
proto-Protestant who translated the Bible into Middle English. Of the poets of
his own time, Chaucer seems to have had great respect for the poet John
Gower, to whom he “directed” Troilus and Criseyde. He knew traditional
English alliterative poetry, but mocked it (in “The Parson’s Prologue”) and did
not seem to have interacted with the great alliterative poets of his day.
Chaucer also was familiar with medieval “mystery plays” and obviously knew
“saints’ lives” and other devotional writings.

Scholars argue about the degree to which Chaucer’s religious sensibility
influences all of his works, but there is no denying that at the end of The
Canterbury Tales (in “The Parson’s Tale” and “The Retraction”), he adopts an
explicitly Christian outlook on both literature and life.

Genres, Subjects, and Themes

Chaucer wove together his own observations of the world around him with
wide reading in many literary traditions. He knew bawdy stories, “saints’ lives,”
classical epics, Romances, satires, and ballads, and he used all of these to
create his work. One of Chaucer’s favorite devices was that of the “dream
vision,” in which the excuse for the poem is to recount a dream by the poet.

He also expanded upon the use of a “frame narrative,” in which there is an
outer story (like the journey of the pilgrims to Canterbury) filled with additional
stories. Chaucer’s frame narrative is different from those of Boccaccio and
Dante in large part because of the realism that he invests in the frame—char-
acters interrupt each other, new people arrive on the pilgrimage, and stories
are broken off in the middle. His combination of incredible poetic skill at the
level of the line with a grand vision distinguishes him from many other writers,
both of his own time and from later ages.



1. Explain why Modern English is different from Middle English and why
Middle English is different from Old English. What are the key dates and
events that contribute to this answer?

2. Describe your impression of the differences in aesthetic effects between
the shorter, traditional 4-beat line and Chaucer’s innovation of the five-beat
line (you can compare some of the earlier poetry, which is four-beat, with
The Canterbury Tales).

Boitani, Piero, and Jill Mann, eds. The Cambridge Companion to Chaucer.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004.

Crystal, David. The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the English Language.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003.

Donaldson, E. Talbot. Speaking of Chaucer. London: Athlone Press, 1970.

Rowland, Beryl, ed. A Companion to Chaucer Studies. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1979.

�
Questions

Suggested Reading

FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Other Books of Interest
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The Book of the Duchess: Form

The Book of the Duchess is Chaucer’s earliest major poem (although he
probably translated The Romance of the Rose before he wrote The Book of
the Duchess). The poem is thought to have been written at the request of
John of Gaunt, the most powerful man in England and a patron of Chaucer,
to commemorate the death of his wife, Blanche (within the poem the
Duchess’s name is “White”).

Chaucer uses octosyllabic couplets (rhyming pairs of eight-syllable lines), and
although there are places where the meter is a bit rough, in general he shows
a mastery of the form. Like most of Chaucer’s earlier poems, The Book of the
Duchess is a dream vision: there is a story within a story, and the outer story
is that of the narrator falling asleep and having a dream. Dream visions allow
the author great freedom in composition without the poem itself becoming a
fantasy (because everything can be justified by being “just a dream”).

The Book of the Duchess: Story

The narrator says that he cannot sleep and so begins to read a book (in
preference to playing chess or backgammon)—the story of Ceyx and Alcione,
which Chaucer summarizes—and then begins to dream. The narrator dreams
that he is in a chamber with stained-glass windows illustrating great stories of
love and wall paintings illustrating The Romance of the Rose. He hears a
hunt go by and joins it, but the hart escapes and the narrator is led by a
small hound along a secret path to a grieving knight. The knight says that he
has the greatest sorrow, and in response to Chaucer’s questions, discloses
that he has lost his lady, whom he describes as being beautiful and perfect in
every way.

The narrator tries to comfort the mourning knight, offering philosophical con-
solation. But at the end of the poem the knight confesses that the lady has
died. The knight then rides home and the dreamer wakes and resolves to
write down the dream.

The Book of the Duchess: Themes

Here Chaucer introduces the idea of the “malady of love,” in which a thwarted
lover acquires physical symptoms of illness due to lost love. The knight feels
sick and wonders if he is going to die. Chaucer also uses the image of Lady
Fortune with her wheel; Fortune lifts some high and then turns them low. The
knight was at the top of the wheel when he was with the Duchess, but not
long after he has been brought low.

Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .

Read The Riverside Chaucer: The Book of the Duchess, pp. 329–346; The
Romance of the Rose, pp. 685–768; and “The Short Poems,” pp. 637–657.

Lecture 3:
The Book of the Duchess, The Romance of the Rose,

and the Minor Poems
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The Romance of the Rose: Background

Guillaume de Lorris wrote the Roman del la rose in 1237, but he never fin-
ished it; Jean de Meun brought the Roman to completion—at over 22,000
lines. The French Roman was the most popular secular poem of its time.
Chaucer translated the poem into Middle English, but we do not have a com-
plete Middle English translation, only three fragments: Fragment A is most
likely by Chaucer; Fragment B is almost certainly not by him (there are too
many Northern language forms), Fragment C may be by him, but most schol-
ars think not.

The Roman was immensely popular for over 200 years, but it was also
widely condemned as a handbook for lechers—particularly because there
is a very graphic description of sex at the end of the poem that is only barely
disguised by being put in terms of the lover picking a rosebud.

The Romance of the Rose: Story and Themes

The Romance of the Rose is an extended allegory: characters and elements
in the story are meant to be recognized as representing things outside the
story. The poem is cast in the form of a dream vision in which the dreamer
comes to the Garden of Love; he meets the God of Love and various atten-
dants, including Gladness and Mirth, and then falls in love with the Rose. But
the Rose is imprisoned by Jealousy and must be rescued.

The Minor Poems

Chaucer’s short poems have not been studied as much as his longer works;
it is often not possible to know when or why they were composed and they
often follow French forms more closely than Chaucer’s more original (in
form), longer compositions.

“The ABC,” which may have been written at the request of the Duchess
Blanche (discussed in The Book of the Duchess), has a stanza beginning
with each letter of the alphabet, each addressed to the Virgin Mary.

The “Complaint” is Chaucer’s favorite genre for his short poems; the
Complaint laments unrequited or lost love; it is a French genre. Among
Chaucer’s Complaints are “The Complaint of Mars,” “The Complaint of
Venus,” “The Complaint of Chaucer to His Purse” (which is humorous), and
the “Complaynt D’Amours.” “A Balade of Complaint” may also be by Chaucer.
In his “Complaint to His Purse,” Chaucer asks why it is always so light and
asks, as a refrain, “Be heavy again, or else I may die.”

One of the more compelling minor poems is “Chaucer’s Words unto Adam,
His Owne Scriveyn,” in which Chaucer wishes that his scribe would develop a
scalp ailment in return for his haste and sloppiness in copying Chaucer’s
manuscripts. Chaucer specifically mentions the translation of Boethius and
Troilus and Criseyde as manuscripts that have been copied by Adam.



1. What are some reasons an author might choose to use a “dream vision” as
a frame narrative? What does such a frame allow an author to do that
might otherwise not be possible?

2. How is Fortune portrayed in The Book of the Duchess? How does she
contribute to the action of the poem?

Hansen, Elaine Tuttle. Chaucer and the Fictions of Gender. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1992.

�
Questions

FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Other Books of Interest
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Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .

Read The Riverside Chaucer: The House of Fame, pp. 347–374; Anelida and
Arcite, pp. 375–382; and The Parliament of Fowls, pp. 383–394.

Lecture 4:
The House of Fame, Anelida and Arcite,
The Parliament of Fowls, and Boethius

The House of Fame

The unfinished The House of Fame is perhaps Chaucer’s most enigmatic
poem. Chaucer has a very conflicted view of fame: on the one hand, it is the
deserved fate of great authors; on the other hand, it is often given or with-
held capriciously. Strongly influenced by Dante’s Divine Comedy, The House
of Fame is, like that poem, a dream vision.

The poem is divided into three books, the first of which begins with a dream
vision that takes place on the tenth of December: the narrator falls asleep
and dreams that he wakes within a temple made of glass decorated with
words and images from Virgil’s Aeneid; Chaucer summarizes much of Virgil’s
epic. The dreamer steps outside the temple into a field and sees above him
an eagle, which swoops down and catches him up.

Book two is a dialogue between the dreamer and the eagle, who tells the
dreamer that he is carrying him to the House of Fame, where every word
spoken ends up. All of this speech, when it reaches the House of Fame,
turns into a semblance of the person who spoke it, so the dreamer sees a
crowd of people.

Book three begins after the eagle has left the dreamer at the House, which
is built upon a giant rock of ice into which are carved many names: some of
these are nearly melted away, but others, in the shadow of the castle, remain
frozen. The castle itself is made of beryl; inside the great hall, which is cov-
ered in gold, are a series of pillars made of different metals; on top of each
one is famous historian or poet. In the center of the hall is the ruby throne of
the goddess Fame; the dreamer sees her dispense fame to different petition-
ers. Aolus, god of the winds, is commanded to blow one or the other of his
horns: Slander or Clear Praise; Fame’s decisions are apparently capricious.
The dreamer then sees a giant wicker cage filled with tidings, which whirl out,
a lie paired with a truth, to spread throughout the world. The poem breaks off
with the approach of a “man of great authority,” who is sometimes thought to
be either Richard II or John of Gaunt.

In The House of Fame, Chaucer uses the dream vision frame narrative to
discuss matters of authorship, truth and falsehood, and reputation while at
the same time shielding himself from the potential criticism that he is advanc-
ing his own fame. In fact, the “Geoffrey” of the poem is very similar to the
self-effacing persona Chaucer will also create for The Canterbury Tales.

Anelida and Arcite

Anelida and Arcite is strongly dependent on Boccaccio’s Teseida. The poem
is Chaucer’s most structurally complex, but it is unfinished. Chaucer used
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much of the best material from this source in his later “Knight’s Tale,” but the
false Arcite in this poem is radically different from the noble young knight in
The Canterbury Tales.

The Parliament of Fowls

Set on Valentine’s Day, and probably the first poem to link St. Valentine’s
Day with love, The Parliament of Fowls is another dream vision. Once again
the poem begins with the dreamer reading a book and then falling asleep; in
this case the book is Cicero’s Somnium Scipionis (The Dream of Scipio) by
Macrobius. The main character of the Somnium, Scipio Africanus, leads the
dreamer to the Temple of Venus, which is entered through a gate, on one
side of which is written words of bliss, the other words of dread, thus illustrat-
ing the two opposite effects of love. The dreamer then comes to where the
goddess Nature sits before all the birds, who are arranged by ranks, begin-
ning with the birds of prey. The birds must wait to choose their mates until a
female eagle (a formel) has been matched to one of the three young male
eagles (tercels) that want to marry her. Each tercel makes his best case for
marriage, one basing it on gentility, the second on the length of time he has
loved the formel, and the third on the intensity of his love for her.

The parliament of lesser birds then debates the matter, arguing about the
best way to judge love and thus to pick the appropriate match. Finally, Nature
ends the debate. The formel asks Nature for a boon, and the goddess agrees;
then the formel asks to be allowed to wait a year to decide. Nature agrees,
and the other birds are given their mates and fly off singing a French song.

Boethius: The Consolation of Philosophy

The most influential work of philosophy of the late classical period and the
early Middle Ages, Boethius’s The Consolation of Philosophy, has a long tra-
dition of translation going back in England to King Alfred in the ninth century.
Boethius argues that one must reject Lady Fortune, who is fickle and whose
rewards are only temporary, and instead hearken to Lady Philosophy.
Chaucer’s translation is based on the French translation by Jean de Meun
(who wrote the conclusion of The Romance of the Rose), but it is clear that
Chaucer also went back to the original Latin to make his translation as faithful
as possible to the original. The philosophical ideas of Boethius inform most of
Chaucer’s work, particularly the conclusion of Troilus and Criseyde.



1. Describe the circulation of rumors, tidings, and fame through the world in
The House of Fame. What do you think Chaucer is saying about fame,
truth, and news?

2. In The Parliament of Fowls, the formel eventually is able to put off her
decision for a year, but only after hearing various reasons for her to
choose one of the three male eagles. Analyze the debate among the vari-
ous groups of birds: which argument was most convincing, if the formel
had been forced to choose?

Boethius. The Consolation of Philosophy. Trans. Joel C. Relihan.
Indianapolis: Hackett, 2001.

Windeatt, Barry A. Chaucer’s Dream Poetry: Sources and Analogues.
Woodbridge, Suffolk: D.S. Brewer, 1982.

�
Questions

FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING

Other Books of Interest
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Troilus and Criseyde: Background

Troilus and Criseyde was written in the 1380s, and Chaucer thought at the
time that it was his greatest work. During this time period, London was very
enthusiastic about stories of Troy; there was some talk of renaming the city
“Troynovant” (New Troy) due to the tradition that Britain had been founded by
the Trojan hero Brut. These stories came from Layamon’s Brut and Geoffrey
of Monmouth’s History of the Kings of Britain. Making Britain, like Rome, a
descendant of Troy brought the island into the great epic cycles of Homer
and Virgil, and it recapitulates Virgil’s effort for Rome (the poet of Gawain and
the Green Knight links Arthurian stories to Troy).

Troilus and Criseyde is a historical romance: Chaucer (following Boccaccio)
takes up a small detail from a great epic and develops the personalities of the
individuals involved. Chaucer’s source for the story is Boccaccio’s Il Filostrato,
although Chaucer most likely used a French translation of Boccaccio’s
Italian work.

Chaucer here uses to very good effect the trope of “the malady of love”; the
lover becomes physically ill when separated from the beloved. “Malady of
love” was not thought to be mere play-acting or emotional trauma, but was
supposed to be a real, physical ailment (due to imbalance of humours) that
often led to death. It is an element of “the cult of courtly love,” which comes in
part from Andreas Capellanus’s The Art of Courtly Love; the general idea
was for the lover to pine for an unattainable lady, to be her dedicated servant,
and to hope for some small show of her favor; to rescue a potential lover
from “the malady of love” would be an excuse for taking action in the game of
courtly love.

Troilus and Criseyde: Story

The book begins by giving away the basic plot: Troilus will be sorrowful,
going from “woe to well and after out of joy.” The poem is set during the siege
of Troy by the Greeks. Calkas is a soothsayer who recognizes that Troy will
be destroyed; he flees from Troy, leaving behind his daughter, Criseyde. She
is a widow and is wearing widow’s black when Troilus, a son of King Priam of
Troy, sees her and falls completely in love. Troilus confesses to his friend
Pandarus that he loves Criseyde: Pandarus notes that he is her uncle, and he
volunteers to act as go-between. So begins an elaborate seduction scheme
mediated by Pandarus.

In Book II, Pandarus tells his niece, Criseyde, that a friend of his is dying from
the malady of love and that she can be his cure. But Criseyde is nervous
about her position in Troy (due to her father’s fleeing) and needs to keep her

Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .

Read The Riverside Chaucer: Troilus and Criseyde, pp. 471–586.

Lecture 5:
Troilus and Criseyde, Books I-II
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honor as a widow, so she at first refuses. But Pandarus thinks he has “well
begun” the process, and Criseyde ponders all that he has said; she sees
Troilus returning from a battle and thinks to herself “who gave me drink?”
because she has begun to fall in love with him. Later, Criseyde dreams that a
white eagle seizes her heart from her breast.

Pandarus tells Troilus that things are going well, and now it is time for
Troilus to write a letter to Criseyde; he follows the standard tropes of courtly
love, beginning with a long litany of compliments, then asking for her pardon
for writing her, then expressing his sorrow without her; he bathes the letter in
his tears and seals it with his signet ring in wax. At first Criseyde refuses the
letter from Pandarus, but finally he thrusts it in her bosom and dares her to
throw it away; she then reads the letter, but says she will not reply. Pandarus
eventually convinces Criseyde to reply to Troilus; she says that she thanks
him for his letter, but will not be bound in love, but rather will treat him as a
sister. Troilus desires Criseyde even more now and asks Pandarus for more
advice; Pandarus suggests that Criseyde will be happier if her situation in
Troy is made more secure; so Deiphebus (Troilus’s brother) and his men
offer to guarantee her safety and position in the city. Criseyde is brought to
Deiphebus’s house, where Queen Helen and others are; Troilus is ill, resting
in a small room off of the main chamber. Eventually, Pandarus brings
Criseyde in to heal him and they thus meet at the end of Book II.

One of the main themes of Troilus and Criseyde is the inconstance of Lady
Fortune (contrasted with the steadfastness of Lady Philosophy in Boethius);
because Troilus and Criseyde are both slaves to Fortune, their emotional
states alternate up and down as Fortune’s wheel turns.



1. Who is really controlling the game of “courtly love” in Troilus and Criseyde,
Troilus, Pandarus, or Criseyde? Who has the most power, the lover, the
go-between, or the beloved?

2. Explain how Diephebus’s support of Criseyde is intended by Pandarus to
further Troilus’s pursuit of her.

Benson, C. David. Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde. London: Unwin
Hyman, 1990.
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In Books III to V, Chaucer elevates the poem above the traditional courtly
romance into real tragedy, but first the lovers get their moments of joy.
Criseyde and Pandarus go to Troilus’s bedside, and Criseyde lays her hands
on him. Troilus and Criseyde talk back and forth, he asking for her devotion,
she trying to put him off; Pandarus intervenes, telling her she is being unrea-
sonable and that she has a duty to save his life. Finally, Criseyde agrees that
he can be her knight, but she warns him that he will have no sovereignty over
her; then Criseyde and Pandarus leave.

Pandarus and Troilus plan for the future, and Troilus and Criseyde begin a
correspondence; Criseyde requires him to remain discrete, and she will not
consummate the affair. Pandarus brings Criseyde to his house; Troilus is con-
cealed in a small room; Pandarus has Criseyde sleep in an inner chamber,
her maiden in a middle chamber, and he outside; he then sneaks in and
opens a trapdoor for Troilus. Pandarus, Criseyde, and Troilus are now all in
Criseyde’s room; she objects, but Pandarus again uses Troilus’s malady of
love to convince her not to leave. She and Troilus have a long colloquy, and
the affair is finally consummated; they swear their love.

But now Lady Fortune turns her wheel: Calkas (Criseyde’s father) asks that in
an exchange of prisoners, Criseyde be turned over to the Greeks in return for
the captured warrior Antenor (this is ironic, in that Antenor will later betray
Troy). Criseyde is thus to be given to the Greeks; she and Troilus are dis-
traught and discuss their options. Criseyde does not want to flee the city with
Troilus due to the shame it will bring on them; rather, she promises to get her
father to allow her to return to Troy in ten days. They part in great sorrow, and
Chaucer illustrates his understanding of human psychology, showing how the
two lovers alternate between anger and sadness. But Criseyde, once she is
out of Troy, finds it more difficult to return: she is courted aggressively by
Diomede, and eventually decides to love him. Troilus waits for her in misery
and writes to her; finally, Diomede’s cloak is captured and Troilus notices that
a brooch that he gave Criseyde is on it; he realizes he has been betrayed.
Pandarus then says, in response to Troilus, that he “hates” his own niece,
Criseyde. Triolus then continues to fight in the war until he is killed by Achilles;
he ascends through the heavenly spheres until, finally, he arrives at the eighth
sphere and looks down on the little, wretched world, knowing now his own
place in the universe.

Themes and Significance

Chaucer gives Criseyde knowledge of how history will treat her betrayal: this
is another example of his using a frame narrative and what a postmodernist

Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .

Read The Riverside Chaucer: Troilus and Criseyde, pp. 471–586.

Lecture 6:
Troilus and Criseyde, Books III-V
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would call a “metanarrative”; he is aware of the ways that stories can be told
within other stories. In another example of metanarrative (and another move
that a postmodernist would approve of), Chaucer speaks directly to his manu-
script: “go, little book, go, my little tragedy,” and compares himself to Virgil,
Homer, Ovid, Statius, and Lucan—the great Classical poets. But Chaucer then
disowns paganism and the pagan gods at the end of the poem.

He then dedicates the book to his friend John Gower, a poet and the author
of the Confessio amantis, and Ralph (or Randolph) Strode, who was either an
Oxford poet or a London lawyer (or possibly both).

Troilus and Criseyde is Chaucer’s most complex and developed work before
The Canterbury Tales. In it, Chaucer develops individual characters and their
psychologies more fully than any previous writer in any language; in Troilus
and Criseyde we see the development of interiority and self-conflict that will be
the trademarks of vernacular literature for the next 600 years. From
Pandarus’s name we get “pandering,” originally “pimping,” but now also telling
people what they want to hear.

Of particular interest is Chaucer’s use of an apparently fake “authority,” the
otherwise-unattested “Lollius,” from whom Chaucer says he gets his story (he
does not mention Boccaccio). We must note that originality, in our sense of
the word, was not the only thing that a medieval author like Chaucer desired;
in fact, as he shows in Troilus and Criseyde, Chaucer is concerned always to
have a “source” (even if he invents one) that he is bringing into English; at the
same time he is pleased to call Troilus and Criseyde “my little book” and take
credit for it.



1. Troilus, Criseyde, and Pandarus all interpret Criseyde’s decision as a
betrayal of Troilus, but is it? Make an argument from Criseyde’s point of
view that her decision is the right one.

2. How do you interpret Criseyde’s dream of the white eagle? Can you fit the
interpretation of the dream to the rest of the plot of Troilus and Criseyde?

Frantzen, Allen J. Troilus and Criseyde: The Poem and the Frame. New
York: Twayne, 1993.
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The Legend of Good Women: Background

In The Legend of Good Women, Chaucer developed the five-beat line in
heroic couplets that he later used to such great effect in The Canterbury
Tales. There is some speculation that the Legend was written at the behest
of the queen or some other powerful woman at court, but there is no proof;
we do know that Chaucer wrote it after Troilus and Criseyde.

There are two versions of the prologue to the Legend, called F and G; G
appears to be later than F (since all potential references to Queen Anne
are deleted).

The Legend of Good Women: Story

The Legend is the last of Chaucer’s dream visions; the poem begins with the
dreamer discussing his favorite flower, the daisy, and then falling asleep in a
meadow in May. He dreams that he sees the God of Love and his queen,
Alceste; they criticize him for translating The Romance of the Rose and for
writing of Criseyde’s betrayal of Troilus.

Chaucer defends himself by noting that he wrote The Death of Blanche the
Duchess (Book of the Duchess), The Parliament of Fowls, The Tale of
Palamon and Arcite (this will later become “The Knight’s Tale”), and translat-
ed Boethius; this passage is one of the best pieces of evidence we have for
knowing Chaucer’s canon of writings. But Queen Alceste still gives Chaucer
the penance of writing a series of poems of good women who were true and
virtuous and often betrayed by men; he is then to present the work to Queen
Anne (which suggests that the F version of the prologue to the poem dates
from between 1382 and 1394; many critics accept 1386 as the most likely
date). Chaucer agrees, but he never finished all of the promised legends,
although he revised the prologue to the poem.

Chaucer begins by taking famous couples and focusing on the woman: thus
we get Cleopatra (without much discussion of Antony) and Thisbe (with only
a few lines about Pyramus). Dido is approached differently; Chaucer sum-
marizes The Aeneid up to the point where Aeneas meets Dido before shift-
ing his focus to the experience of the queen; Dido also illustrates the “mala-
dy of love” being applied to a woman. After Dido, Chaucer combines the leg-
ends of Hipsipyle and Medea (since both were betrayed by Jason); in both
of these stories Chaucer moves away from discussing female agency and
virtue and toward illustrating male betrayal. Chaucer leaves out Medea’s
murder of her children and advises readers in several places in both legends
to consult the sources.

Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .

Read The Riverside Chaucer: The Legend of Good Women, pp. 587–630.
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The legend of Lucretia is likewise more about Tarquin’s perfidy than
Lucretia’s virtue, although Chaucer does give an extended description of her
suicide and funeral after her rape. Likewise, the legend of Ariadne is more
about Theseus’s abandonment than it is about Ariadne herself. Chaucer tells
the story of Minos and the tribute for the Minotaur and then portrays Theseus
as a noble, courtly lover until he abandons Ariadne on the island. From the
legend of Philomela, Chaucer leaves out the part of the story in which
Philomela and Procne serve Tereus the flesh of his and Procne’s son (the
three characters are turned into birds in Chaucer’s source, Ovid). Phyllis is
betrayed by Demophon after she saves his life: he claims that he is returning
to his land to get his wedding raiment, but he does not return. She kills her-
self. The legend of Hypermnestra is unfinished; she is to be married to Lyno
(Lynceus), her father’s brother, but her father comes into her bedchamber
and tells her to kill her new husband to prevent a prophesy from being ful-
filled. Hypermnestra wakes Lyno and warns him, and they escape, but Lyno
outruns her and she is caught and put in prison.

The Legend of Good Women: Themes and Significance

Many critics see in Chaucer’s attempt (but eventual failure) to tell positive
stories of women in The Legend of Good Women an example of how power-
ful and persistent the anti-female traditions of his time were. In nearly every
legend, Chaucer is very explicit about his sources, even concluding the Dido
episode with an injunction to read Ovid if one wants to find out the rest of the
story. The emphasis on sources, and the great many times that Chaucer
notes that he will skip material or summarize his story in brief, has led some
critics to argue that Chaucer did not enjoy writing The Legend of Good
Women, but these lines can also be attributed to abreviatio and occupatio,
traditional rhetorical devices by which authors may speed up their narratives.



1. Compare some of the original stories Chaucer uses to his treatment of
them in The Legend of Good Women (for example, the story of Medea).
How has Chaucer made the female characters more appealing?

2. Compare and contrast Dido’s experience of the “malady of love” with that
of Troilus? How are they similar and different?

Delany, Sheila. The Naked Text: Chaucer’s Legend of Good Women. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1994.
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The Canterbury Tales: Background

The Canterbury Tales is Chaucer’s last work, and his most famous. It has
been a part of the literary canon in English for over 600 years and shows no
signs of becoming less popular. The Tales was probably begun as a concert-
ed project between 1388 and 1392, but Chaucer had already written a number
of the Tales, which he then put into the larger framework. Chaucer did not
complete the manuscript of the Tales: it was probably taken from his workshop
soon after his death and assembled by a scribe.

The Tales is arranged in “Fragments,” which are tales or groups of tales that
we can tell, from internal evidence, that Chaucer intended to go together.
Some of the overall arrangement, though, can not be proven to be Chaucer’s.
The Canterbury Tales is another “frame narrative”; Chaucer tells the story of
a group of pilgrims traveling from London to Canterbury to visit the shrine of
the martyr St. Thomas Beckett. On their trip, each pilgrim is to tell two stories
as part of the storytelling contest; the winner will be awarded dinner by Harry
Bailly, the Host of the Tabard Inn. Chaucer makes himself a character on the
journey, so we need to distinguish between Chaucer the Poet, who wrote the
Tales, and Chaucer the Pilgrim, a literary creation of the poet.

Chaucer introduces characters who represent the “three estates” of medieval
England: those who fight and rule (first estate), those who pray (second
estate), and those who work (third estate). In Chaucer’s day, the traditional
rankings and social power of the estates were beginning to change as middle-
class members of the third estate became richer than some members of the
first estate. Characters in the “General Prologue” are also described in terms
of their physiognomies (faces, complexion, hair), each of which had traditional
meanings in medieval literature. Their clothing is also described in detail
because clothing was associated not only with occupation and estate, but also
with social rank.

The “General Prologue” is often seen as an inclusive look at fourteenth-
century society in England, and as “all God’s plenty,” but we must remember
that it is a piece of well-crafted poetry, not a journalistic account, and cer-
tainly not unbiased.

“General Prologue”: Story

The “General Prologue” begins with the most famous eighteen lines in
Middle English, in which Chaucer sets the scene of the springtime pilgrimage.
The first character introduced is the Knight, the highest-ranking individual on
the pilgrimage. There is some scholarly debate as to whether Chaucer’s por-
trait of the Knight is meant to be ironic (and that the Knight is a mercenary) or

Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .

Read The Riverside Chaucer: “General Prologue” to The Canterbury
Tales, pp. 23–36.

Lecture 8:
The Canterbury Tales:
“General Prologue”
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if we are to take Chaucer’s description as serious and the Knight as a hum-
ble, pious man. The Knight is followed by his son, the Squire, and their ser-
vant, the Yeoman.

The highest-ranking woman is the next to be introduced: the Prioress, the
head nun of a convent and of noble birth and good education. There is also
some scholarly controversy over whether or not Chaucer is criticizing the
Prioress for her fancy dress and manners, but most critics think he is simply
enamored of her. The Monk who follows the Prioress is a well-dressed man
and a hunter who does not care for monastic discipline; Chaucer the Pilgrim
says that the Monk’s “opinion was good.” We then meet a Friar, a wandering
preacher, whom Chaucer criticizes for being more interested in taverns than
in poor people or lepers.

The Merchant, with a forked beard, is dressed richly and rides high on his
horse. The Clerk (a young scholar) of Oxford loves books more than fancy
dress; he rides upon a lean horse and is more interested in learning and
teaching than anything else. The Man of Law is well educated and well
dressed, as is the Franklin, who is famous for the quality of the food at his
house. Then come some members of the working class: a Hatmaker,
Carpenter, Weaver, Dyer, a Cook (who has a disgusting running sore on his
leg), and the Shipman, a sailor. Next comes the Physician, whom Chaucer
says loves gold most of all. He is followed by Chaucer’s most famous charac-
ter, the Wife of Bath, who has been married five times and has ended up very
rich. She is a weaver who is dressed in extravagant clothes; her gap-toothed
mouth may indicate that she is thought to be sexually promiscuous, or just sexy.

She is followed by the two characters Chaucer seems to respect the most,
the Parson and his brother the Plowman, who both work very hard at their
jobs in the second and third estates.

Then comes the Miller, who is drunk, arrogant, and violent. He is followed
by the Manciple, who is the purchasing agent for a law court and who,
Chaucer says, knows how to embezzle his employers for his own benefit.
The Reeve, who is responsible for managing a country estate, is old and
somewhat bitter and is able to outwit his lord easily. The Summoner’s job is
to deliver legal summonses for people called into the ecclesiastical (reli-
gious) courts; he abuses his power to gain power over young women he
meets. The Pardoner sells pardons (indulgences) that people can buy to
remove their sins. He is described as either a gelding or a mare (presumably
either a eunuch or a feminine homosexual) and peddles fake relics to credu-
lous audiences. Finally comes a description of the Host, Harry Bailly, who
proposes the tale-telling contest.

Chaucer’s original plan was for each pilgrim to tell four tales: two on the way
to Canterbury and two on the way back to London; this plan was abandoned,
and no one except Chaucer the Pilgrim tells more than one tale. The Host
says the tales shall be judged both by “sentence” (meaning) and “solaas”
(enjoyment). The pilgrims draw straws to see who will speak first and the
Knight wins.



1. Choose one pilgrim from each of the “three estates” (those who fight and
rule, those who pray, and those who work), and discuss how their social
roles shape their character descriptions.

2. Explain whether or not you think the audience is supposed to take Chaucer’s
portrayal of the Prioress and Monk at face value or as ironic criticism.

Mann, Jill. Chaucer and Medieval Estates Satire: The Literature of Social
Classes and the General Prologue to The Canterbury Tales. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1973.

Pearsall, Derek. The Canterbury Tales. London: Allen and Unwin, 1985.
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The Canterbury Tales: “The Knight’s Tale”

“The Knight’s Tale” is often seen as Chaucer’s greatest masterpiece in The
Canterbury Tales, but it was written before the project of the Tales was
begun. The tale is an adaptation of Boccaccio’s Teseida, and Chaucer also
used the Thebiad, which is a classical poem by Statius, as well as Boethius’s
Consolation of Philosophy (which Chaucer translated from Latin into Middle
English). Chaucer rewrites Boccaccio’s epic as a romance.

The story begins with Theseus, the slayer of the minotaur and “duke” of
Athens, who has just conquered the Amazons in Scythia and taken their
queen, Hypolita, as his wife. Hypolita’s sister Emily is also traveling with the
victorious Theseus back to Athens when they see a group of twenty-two
women, all clad in black, kneeling in the road and begging for help: the
women are widows from Thebes whose husbands have been killed and the
bodies left to rot in a heap. They ask Theseus for help, and he agrees, quick-
ly conquering Thebes and its king, Creon, and having the bodies buried.

After this battle, two young knights are found, Arcite and Palamon; Theseus
takes them back to Athens as prisoners, and they are to be locked in a tower
for the rest of their lives. Palamon and Arcite are cousins, and they endure
their imprisonment together until one day Palamon spies Emily out the win-
dow of the tower and falls madly in love with her. Arcite then sees her and
also falls in love; the cousins argue as to who deserves to love Emily.

Arcite is released from prison but exiled under pain of death: Chaucer asks,
who has it worse? Arcite, who is free but cannot be near Emily, or Palamon,
who is in prison but can see Emily from the window (note that neither cousin
has ever spoken to her). Arcite decides to disguise himself and return to
Athens; as “Philostrate,” he becomes a servant and eventually his wonderful
qualities allow him to rise up in the service of Theseus. Palamon escapes
from prison and finds the disguised Arcite; they agree to fight to the death
for Emily, and Arcite returns the next day with weapons and armor for both
of them.

As they fight, Theseus comes upon them and stops the combat, but instead
of executing both of them, he listens to the prayers of the women and agrees
to allow each cousin to gather one hundred knights and return in a year for a
great tournament. Theseus builds a stadium with three shrines, one to Diana,
one to Mars, and one to Venus. Emily prays to Diana that she be allowed to
remain a virgin, but Diana says that Emily may not make that choice, so
Emily then asks to be given to the knight who loves her most. Palamon asks

Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .

Read The Riverside Chaucer: “Fragment I” of The Canterbury Tales,
pp. 37–86 (“Fragment 1” includes the stories covered in this lecture).
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Venus to allow him to win Emily; Arcite asks Mars for victory, and the statue
of Mars confirms this request. At the tournament, Arcite defeats Palamon, but
then Arcite’s horse throws him and he dies of the injuries. Arcite is burned on
a funeral pyre and then Palamon and Emily are married.

“The Knight’s Tale” illustrates all the pomp and romance we associate with
medieval literature (but note that it is actually set in the Classical period).

The Canterbury Tales: “The Miller’s Tale”

The Host thinks it is a good idea for the highest-ranking pilgrim after the
Knight, the Monk, to speak, but the drunken, obnoxious Miller interrupts to
say that he will “quite,” or answer, “The Knight’s Tale.” He does so by pre-
senting another tale of two men in love with the same woman, but while “The
Knight’s Tale” was all about pure, romantic love, “The Miller’s Tale” is all
about mere sex.

An old carpenter, John, has a young wife, Alison, who is lusted after by
Nicholas, a clerk living with John and Alison, and also by Absolon, another
clerk and a foolish romantic. Nicholas tricks John into thinking that a new
Flood is coming, but that John, Alison, and Nicholas can all be saved if they
sleep in separate tubs hung from the rafters of the barn. Alison and Nicholas
then sneak out and have sex, but Absolon comes to the window and begins
to call for Alison.

To get him to leave, Alison offers to give Absolon a kiss, but when he goes
to kiss her, she sticks her rear end out of the window and he kisses her
“nether eye.” To get revenge, Absolon gets a red-hot poker and asks for
another kiss, but this time Nicholas sticks his rear out of the window and farts
at Absolon, who then hits him with the poker. The sound of the fart is as loud
as thunder, and immediately upon being scalded, Nicholas yells “water,
water!,” waking John and making him think that the Flood has come. John
cuts the rope holding the tub under the rafters, falls to the ground, and breaks
his arm; everyone laughs at his foolishness.

The Miller’s “quiting” of the Knight inaugurates the “social contest” that we
will see throughout the Tales: different pilgrims, of different social positions,
use their tales to attempt to one-up others or to otherwise assert their
social status.

The Canterbury Tales: “The Reeve’s Tale”

The Reeve takes offense at “The Miller’s Tale,” since the Reeve is a car-
penter, as was John, and the Reeve thinks he is being insulted; he says he
will “quite” the Miller.

The Reeve tells of a dishonest miller who wants to cheat two clerks, John
and Aleyn, out of their fair share of the flour made from the grain they have
brought to him. The miller has released the clerks’ horses, so they are forced
to spend the night in his house. In the dark, Aleyn climbs into bed with the
miller’s daughter. The miller’s wife gets out of bed, and while she is gone,
John moves the cradle from the foot of the miller’s bed to the foot of his bed
so that when the wife returns, she climbs into bed with John and then has
sex with him. The miller wakes up, and in the confusion the wife thinks the

31



miller is one of the clerks and smacks him in the head with a staff; John and
Aleyn take their flour—and a cake the miller’s wife has baked with the stolen
flour—and leave.

The Canterbury Tales: “The Cook’s Tale”

“The Cook’s Tale” seems to be about an apprentice who is fired by his mas-
ter, but the tale is unfinished.
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1. Discuss the power and treatment of women in “The Knight’s Tale,” “The
Miller’s Tale,” and “The Reeve’s Tale.” Are women merely possessions, or
do they shape the stories through their actions?

2. Explain whether or not you think the Miller is successful in “quiting” “The
Knight’s Tale”? Who has won that particular battle in the social contest?

Strohm, Paul. Social Chaucer. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1989.
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The Canterbury Tales: “The Man of Law’s Tale”

One of the big questions about “The Man of Law’s Tale” is where it belongs:
should it come right after “The Cook’s Tale” or at some other point later in
The Canterbury Tales? The Man of Law says he will tell a tale in prose,
because he cannot rhyme as well as “Chaucer” can, but then he tells a tale in
“rime royal”; scholars think this means that the Man of Law was originally
supposed to tell “The Tale of Melibee.”

“The Man of Law’s Tale” begins in the exotic East, in Syria, where the Sultan
hears of the beauty and good heart of Custace (Constance), the daughter of
the Emperor of Rome, and decides to convert his kingdom to Christianity and
marry her. Constance is sent off to Syria to marry the Sultan, but the Sultan’s
mother objects; she has her son and all the Christians slaughtered, except for
Constance, who is put on a boat with food and treasure but no way to steer.

Constance eventually washes up in Northumberland (the north of England)
in the realm of King Alle, and is rescued by a constable and his wife,
Hermengild. Constance converts the constable and Hermengild to
Christianity, but soon an evil knight, inspired by Satan, creeps into the room
where Constance and Hermengild are sleeping and kills Hermengild, leaving
the bloody knife by Constance. King Alle feels sorry for Constance and asks
the evil knight to swear on a holy book that Constance really did kill
Hermengild. When the evil knight swears, his neck is broken and his eyes
pop out of his head, so Constance is seen to be innocent.

Alle weds Constance and they have a son, but Donegild, Alle’s mother, hates
Constance and sends a false letter to the king that says that the son is a mon-
ster. Alle doesn’t care, but Donegild forges another letter, saying that
Constance must be put back in the ship with her son and cast off. Constance
washes up in Italy, where she is picked up by a Roman senator. Alle kills
Donegild and then in remorse goes on a pilgrimage to Rome, where he,
Custance, and son Maurice are reunited. Maurice becomes emperor.

“The Wife of Bath’s Prologue” and “The Wife of Bath’s Tale”

The Wife of Bath begins her “Prologue” by asserting that experience, rather
than mastery of texts, enables her to talk about marriage; she thus begins the
“marriage group,” a set of tales that illustrate a variety of different opinions on
issues of marriage and what we would call gender relations.

The Wife tells how she was married five times: first to older, rich men and
then, once she was rich herself, to younger, more attractive men. She inverts
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Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .

Read The Riverside Chaucer: “Fragment II” and “Fragment III” of The
Canterbury Tales, pp. 87–136 (these fragments include the stories
covered in this lecture).

Lecture 10:
The Canterbury Tales:

“The Man of Law’s Tale,” “The Wife of Bath’s Tale,”
“The Friar’s Tale,” and “The Summoner’s Tale”
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a standard trope of medieval discourse, saying that she forced her husbands
to pay their “marriage debt” (have sex with her) every day, whether they
wanted to or not. Her fifth husband and she had the most difficulties, but he
was also her favorite; they fought over his reading a “Book of Wicked Wives”;
she tore out a leaf and threw it in the fire, and he struck her.

But when he saw what he had done, he apologized and said he would give
all power in the marriage to her. Having received this power, she said she
was true and kind to him.

Her “Tale,” which is shorter than her “Prologue,” is set in the time of King
Arthur, when a young knight rapes a maiden and is sentenced to death for it.
The queen and her ladies, however, offer the knight his life if he can find out
“what women really want,” so he travels for a year, seeking an answer. On his
last day he finds an old crone who offers the answer if he will then obey her.
The knight agrees; she tells him that women really want to have sovereignty
and then says that the knight must marry her; he is miserable, but agrees. She
offers him a choice: she can be young and beautiful, but cheat on him and
make him miserable, or be old and ugly, but treat him perfectly. The knight
gives the choice to her, and then sees her as both beautiful and true.

The Canterbury Tales: “The Friar’s Tale”

The Friar interrupts the “Marriage Group” and re-starts the social contest
begun by the Miller and Reeve. He tells of a corrupt summoner who makes
friends with a devil. When the summoner attempts to confiscate goods from
an innocent woman, the devil takes him straight to hell.

The Canterbury Tales: “The Summoner’s Tale”

The Summoner responds to the Friar by telling a tale of a dishonest friar
who tries to convince a sick man, Thomas, to give him a donation. Thomas
suggests he will give the friar something if the friar will grope under Thomas’s
bedclothes, but only if the friar promises to share it with all of his convent.
Thomas then farts on the friar’s hand. The friar complains to Thomas’s lord,
but the lord says that the friar has gotten what he deserved and that he could
share it with the other friars if they were to bring a wagon-wheel, put Thomas
in the middle, and have each friar put his nose on one of the spokes so as to
equally experience Thomas’s flatulence.



1. Discuss Chaucer’s depiction of the Wife of Bath. Do you think that we are
meant to sympathize with her, or is Chaucer mocking her?

2. At the end of “The Wife of Bath’s Tale,” do you think that the hag has been
physically transformed into a beautiful woman, or has the knight’s opinion
of her simply changed? Justify your reading.

Dinshaw, Carolyn. Chaucer’s Sexual Poetics. Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1989.

Hansen, Elaine Tuttle. Chaucer and the Fictions of Gender. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1992.
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The Canterbury Tales: “The Clerk’s Tale”

“The Clerk’s Tale” (which, like “The Man of Law’s Tale,” is in “rime royal”)
appears to be a response to the Wife of Bath (although it is a separate frag-
ment and some scholars place it elsewhere in the Tales). The Clerk tells of
the patient Griselda, who was born to a peasant family but married by Walter,
a Marquis, who asks her for complete obedience. Walter wants to test
Griselda, so he takes away her children, letting her think he is having them
put to death; Griselda meekly obeys. Then Walter says Griselda will be
replaced and be sent back to her father, naked. Griselda only objects to
being naked, so she is given a smock to return. Walter then summons her
again to prepare the palace for the new bride. Only when all of this is done
does Walter tell Griselda that her children are alive and that he still wants to
be married to her.

In an “Envoy” at the end of “The Clerk’s Tale,” Chaucer says that men
should not test their wives as Walter tested Griselda. If “The Clerk’s Tale” is
an answer to the Wife of Bath, it is a difficult one: does it undercut the Wife’s
moral of surrendering sovereignty or actually support it? Critics are divided.

The Canterbury Tales: “The Merchant’s Tale”

The Merchant starts by saying how unhappy he is in his marriage; he then
tells a tale of a young maid, May, married to an old man, January. January is
deluded about his attractiveness, but he still marries May, against the advice
of some of his friends, who see the age difference as being a major problem.
May is fairly disgusted by January, and she is attracted to Damian, a young
man. When January loses his sight, May and Damian arrange a tryst in a
pear tree. January regains his sight and sees them in flagrante, but May
tricks him by saying that his eyes are deceiving him because he does not
have his sight yet.

“The Merchant’s Tale” dramatizes the problems with age and power mis-
matches in medieval England; these marriages were common and socially
acceptable, but were still, apparently, problematic to many people.

The Canterbury Tales: “The Squire’s Tale”

“The Squire’s Tale” is not much appreciated by contemporary critics, but in
earlier centuries it was considered one of Chaucer’s best: earlier critics like
the noble, high tone of the “The Squire’s Tale” even though not very much
happens. The Squire sets out to tell of various wonders in the court of

Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .

Read The Riverside Chaucer: “Fragment IV” and “Fragment V” of The
Canterbury Tales, pp. 137–189 (these fragments include the stories
covered in this lecture).

Lecture 11:
The Canterbury Tales:

“The Clerk’s Tale,” “The Merchant’s Tale,”
“The Squire’s Tale,” and “The Franklin’s Tale”



Genghis Khan, including a magical, mechanical horse, a magical sword, and
a ring that allows the wearer to understand the voices of birds. The most suc-
cessful part of “The Squire’s Tale” is the story of a female falcon who is able
to be understood by Candace, the wearer of the magic ring. The falcon tells
of being jilted by her lover, but the story is not completed when the Squire is
interrupted by the Franklin, who praises the Squire’s eloquence, but clearly
does not wish him to continue the tale; the Host insists that the Franklin now
tell a tale.

The Canterbury Tales: “The Franklin’s Tale”

“The Franklin’s Tale” is usually considered to be the “answer” to the
Marriage Group tales. A knight, Arveragus, is wedded to Dorigen, and they
love each other intensely. But Arveragus must go over the sea to fight bat-
tles, and Dorigen fears he will die, shipwrecked on the black rocks around
Brittany. Another knight, Aurelius, loves Dorigen, and says he will die (of the
“malady of love”) without her. Dorigen says that she will sleep with him if he
can make the rocks disappear. She does not expect to ever have to keep
this promise.

Aurelius goes to a “philosopher,” who says that he can make the rocks dis-
appear for a large payment of gold; he does so. Dorigen is happy that the
rocks are gone, but contemplates suicide because she now must sleep with
Aurelius. She tells Arveragus, and he says that she must keep her promise;
Dorigen goes to Aurelius and tells him. The would-be lover, moved by
Arveragus’s honor and generosity, agrees to give up his claim on Dorigen.
But now Aurelius is to be bankrupt, since he cannot pay the philosopher. The
philosopher, however, hearing of the generosity of both Arveragus and
Aurelius, decides he can do no less and forgives the debt.

Chaucer concludes by asking, “who was the most free?” This is an interpre-
tive crux, because “free” can mean “generous” or “unconstrained,” and our
interpretation will shape how we understand both the “The Franklin’s Tale”
and the entire Marriage Group.
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1. Is Griselda in “The Clerk’s Tale” a monstrous character (she does appar-
ently accept the murder of her children without objections)? Is she more or
less monstrous than Walter (who actually does not kill the children)?

2. In “The Franklin’s Tale,” who really was the most “fre”? In your answer,
explain whether you interpret “fre” as “free from constraints” or “generous.”

Knapp, Peggy. Chaucer and the Social Contest. New York: Routledge, 1990.
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Lecture 12:
The Canterbury Tales:

“The Physician’s Tale,” “The Pardoner’s Tale,”
“The Shipman’s Tale,” and “The Prioress’s Tale”

Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .

Read The Riverside Chaucer: “Fragment VI” and part of “Fragment VII” of
The Canterbury Tales, pp. 190–211 (these fragments include the stories
covered in this lecture).

The Canterbury Tales: “The Physician’s Tale”

Not considered to be Chaucer’s best work, “The Physician’s Tale” has a plot
similar to that of the Stephen Sondheim musical Sweeney Todd: a dishonest
judge takes a liking to a young girl (Virginia) and manipulates the court sys-
tem so as to gain control over her. The judge enlists the help of a false
knight, Apius, who claims that Virginia is in fact his daughter and not the
daughter of her real father, Virginius. The judge rules in Apius’s favor, and so
Virginius, after conferring with his daughter, kills her to prevent her dishonor.
Virginius himself is then sentenced to death, but the people save him, throw
Apius in jail (where he kills himself), and hang the judge; Virginius is exiled.

The authorship issue is whether or not the narrator is to be trusted, since he
suggests at one point that “a thief of venison may keep the forest best of any
man”: What are we to think of either Virginius or the Physician after his tale?

The Canterbury Tales: “The Pardoner’s Tale”

Many scholars think that “The Pardoner’s Tale” is Chaucer’s most success-
ful; the Pardoner is certainly one of the most memorable characters and his
interactions with the Host and the other pilgrims the most dramatic. The
Pardoner begins with a remarkable confession, telling the other pilgrims that
he cheats his customers by selling them fake relics and false indulgences;
he also brags about his preaching skills, saying that he can easily manipulate
his audience. He then demonstrates these skills in his tale, a perfectly con-
structed medieval sermon against the “tavern sins” of drunkenness, gambling,
and violence.

Three young men decide to find Death and kill him; an old man tells them
that they will find Death if they travel up a crooked way; there they find a
huge pile of coins. They send one man back to town to get bread and wine to
celebrate; while he is gone, the other two plot to murder him, and when he
does return, they do so. They then drink the wine that the third man brought,
but he had poisoned the wine so as to kill the two men and increase his
share of the gold; thus they are all three dead and indeed they have found
Death at the end of the crooked way.

After finishing his story, the Pardoner then asks the other pilgrims to come
forward to him and pay him to receive his pardon; he suggests that the Host
go first, because he is “most enveloped in sin.” Harry Bailly loses his temper
and says that he wishes he could remove the Pardoner’s testicles and
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enshrine them in a hog’s turd; he is so angry he wants to cancel the entire
tale-telling contest. The Knight, the highest-ranking pilgrim, intervenes and
smoothes over the quarrel. Why the Pardoner does what he does, why the
Host reacts as he does, and what Chaucer thought of the problem of an evil
man telling a noble tale are all important interpretive challenges.

The Canterbury Tales: “The Shipman’s Tale”

Most scholars think that “The Shipman’s Tale” was written to be told by the
Wife of Bath but was then given to the Shipman after Chaucer wrote a more
appropriate tale for her. “The Shipman’s Tale” is about the power of money. A
merchant is close friends with a monk, Daun John; the merchant’s wife has a
spending/borrowing problem. John wants to sleep with the merchant’s wife;
she wants 100 francs to pay her debts. John borrows the money from the
merchant, sleeps with the wife, and then gives her the 100 francs; he then
tells the husband that he has repaid the loan. The wife, however, uses the
100 francs to pay her debts, claiming that she did not know that the money
was a loan payment. Thus, the same 100 francs buys a variety of things,
illustrating the ways money can cause instability.

The Canterbury Tales: “The Prioress’s Tale”

The issues raised by “The Prioress’s Tale” are among the most difficult in
Chaucer studies: is the Prioress a vicious anti-Semite, or merely a product of
her time? Is Chaucer criticizing her, or would he not think she has said any-
thing offensive?

The Prioress tells of a sweet young boy who likes to sing a song to the
Virgin Mary as he walks to and from school, where he must pass through a
Jewish ghetto. Incensed by his singing, the Jews slit his throat and throw him
in a privy; but the boy’s corpse keeps singing and is soon found. The Jews
are put to death, but the boy still sings until finally the abbot finds a “grain”
under his tongue; when this is removed, the body stops singing. The Prioress
connects this story to the cult of St. Hugh of Lincoln, an English child saint.



1. Explain why you think that the Host reacts the way he does to the
Pardoner. Why does the Pardoner confess his dishonesty and then turn
around and attempt to get the pilgrims to buy his pardons and relics?

2. Critics think that Chaucer originally intended “The Shipman’s Tale” to be
told by the Wife of Bath. Explain how the tale would be appropriate to her
character and why you think Chaucer replaced it with her current tale.

Aers, David. Chaucer, Langland and the Creative Imagination. London:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1980.

Harwood, Britton, and Gillian Overing, eds. Class and Gender in Early
English Literature: Intersections. Indianapolis: Indiana University Press,
1994.

Robertson, D.W. A Preface to Chaucer: Studies in Medieval Perspectives.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1962.
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Lecture 13:
The Canterbury Tales:

“Sir Thopas,” “The Tale of Melibee,” “The Monk’s Tale,”
“The Nun’s Priest’s Tale,” and “The Second Nun’s Tale”

The Canterbury Tales: “Sir Thopas”

After “The Prioress’s Tale,” the Host turns to Chaucer the Pilgrim and, after
some light-hearted mocking, asks him for a tale; “Chaucer” agrees and
begins “Sir Thopas.” “Thopas” is written in stanzas made up of six four-beat
lines with strong end-rhymes; the meter and rhyme take so much prece-
dence that the tale reads like a Hallmark card. “Thopas” has every cliché of
Romance that Chaucer could load into one tale: Thopas’s face and his cloth-
ing are described in excruciating detail, and his adventures are the stereo-
typed actions of a Romance hero. After a number of lines, the Host inter-
rupts, criticizing Chaucer’s “drasty” (“crappy”) speech. Most critics believe
that Chaucer intends “Sir Thopas” to be a bad tale; it is all fluff and surface
style with no content: in Chaucer’s terms, all solace (comfort) without any
sentence (wisdom).

The Canterbury Tales: “Melibee”

One theory is that Chaucer attempts to balance out the all-solace Sir Thopas
with an all-sentence “Melibee”; the problem with this reading is that Medieval
and Renaissance audiences seemed to think that “Melibee” was very good,
so we may just be applying modern biases. “Melibee” is in prose, and many
critics think it was originally “The Man of Law’s Tale” (since in his prologue he
says he will tell his tale in prose).

A young, rich man named Melibee has a wife, Prudence, and a daughter,
Sophie; one day Melibee’s three enemies (who may represent the world, the
flesh, and the devil) break into his house while he is in the fields, beat his
wife, wound his daughter in her feet, hands, ears, nose, and mouth, and
leave her for dead. The majority of the tale is a rhetorically elaborate collo-
quy—filled with many quotations from religious and philosophical authori-
ties—between Prudence and Melibee; she eventually convinces him to for-
give his enemies rather than taking vengeance on them.

The Canterbury Tales: “The Monk’s Tale”

The Host, impressed by the Monk’s seeming virility and strength, asks him
to tell a tale. To Harry Bailly’s dismay, the Monk launches into a series of
tragedies, short passages in which Fortune’s Wheel has turned and brought
low those who were high. The Monk’s tragedies include examples from the
Bible, from Greek and Latin literature, and from medieval history. One of the

Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .

Read The Riverside Chaucer: “Fragment VII” and part of “Fragment VIII” of
The Canterbury Tales, pp. 212–269 (these fragments include the stories
covered in this lecture).
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more interesting is Ugolino of Piza, who is imprisoned in a tower with his chil-
dren and eventually eats them; Ugolino appears in the ninth circle in Dante’s
Inferno. The Knight finally interrupts the Monk, suggesting that his tales are
too “heavy.”

The Canterbury Tales: “The Nun’s Priest’s Tale”

“The Nun’s Priest’s Tale” may be intended to illustrate the perfect balance of
solace and sentence, unlike “Thopas” and “Melibee,” which are on either
extreme, and also to balance the frippery of “Thopas” and the overdone
tragedy of “The Monk’s Tale.” “The Nun’s Priest’s Tale” is also the most obvi-
ous allegory in The Canterbury Tales. An allegory is a tale intended to be
read in light of some other story; in medieval literature four levels of allegory
were recognized: literal, typological, tropological, and anagogical.

“The Nun’s Priest’s Tale” is a beast fable about a rooster, Chaunticleer, and
his hens (including his favorite, Pertelote), who dreams of being killed by a
beast. Pertelote mocks him and says that his dream is caused by an imbal-
ance of humors and is meaningless; she prescribes laxatives and other
herbs. But in fact a fox sneaks into the yard; he flatters Chaunticleer into
crowing, and then seizes him and carries him away. But the widow in whose
yard the chicken lived hears the commotion and sets up a ruckus to try to
scare the fox; the fox runs away, but then Chaunticleer tricks him into mock-
ing the people chasing, and when the fox opens his mouth, the rooster
escapes. Harry Bailly does his own allegorical interpretation of “The Nun’s
Priest’s Tale,” concluding that the Nun’s Priest is subtly hinting that he is
sleeping with the Nuns.

The Canterbury Tales: “The Second Nun’s Tale”

“The Second Nun’s Tale” is an example of a “saint’s life,” one of the most
popular genres of medieval literature. A “saint’s life” can be either a Vita (a re-
telling of the life of the person) or a Passio (in which the person is martyred);
“The Second Nun’s Tale” is the Passio of St. Cecilia. Cecilia is tortured to
attempt to force her to renounce Christianity—she is kept in a boiling bath for
a night and a day, but she remains steadfast. The Roman prefect then
attempts to cut off her head, but is unable to in three strokes, and she, with
her neck cut, preaches for three days until she finally dies.



1. Discuss why you think Chaucer gives himself the tales that he does. Is he
making a joke at his own expense both times, or is he first giving a bad
tale and then presenting a great one? Why make “Melibee” in prose when
Chaucer is known for writing verse?

2. “The Second Nun’s Tale” is a “saint’s life,” one of the most popular genres
of the Middle Ages. “Saints’ lives” all follow a few basic patterns. If this is
the case, why do you suppose so many people wrote them for many differ-
ent saints? Why does Chaucer include “The Tale of St. Cecelia” at this
stage of The Canterbury Tales?

Bynum, Carolyn Walker. Fragmentation and Redemption: Essays on Gender
and the Human Body in Medieval Religion. New York: Zone Books, 1992.

Robertson, D.W. A Preface to Chaucer: Studies in Medieval Perspectives.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1962.
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Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .

Read The Riverside Chaucer: “Fragment VII” and part of “Fragment VIII” of
The Canterbury Tales, pp. 212–269 (these fragments include the stories
covered in this lecture).

The Canterbury Tales: “The Canon’s Yeoman’s Tale”

Chaucer re-emphasizes the frame narrative at the beginning of “The
Canon’s Yeoman’s Tale” by having the Yeoman galloping up on his foam-
flecked horse to join the pilgrims.

The Yeoman is running from the Canon for whom he works; when the Canon
rides up on his horse, he tries to get the Yeoman to stop speaking, but the
Host intervenes and says “tell on!,” so the Canon leaves. The Yeoman says
that the Canon is an alchemist, who attempts to turn base metals (usually
mercury and lead) into gold or silver. The Yeoman tells of various tricks that
the Canon can use to defraud investors in his gold-making schemes: in each
case, he sneaks noble metals into his chemical mixture so that he appears to
have manufactured them. It is possible that Chaucer was defrauded by an
alchemist at one time.

The Canterbury Tales: “The Manciple’s Tale”

Chaucer returns again to the frame narrative: the Cook is so drunk that he
has fallen asleep on his horse and the Host fears that he will topple off. The
Manciple angers the Cook with criticism over his drunkenness, and the Cook
falls off his horse; he then wants to fight the Manciple. The Host tells the
Manciple that he should not have criticized the Cook, since the Cook will
sometime get his revenge.

The Manciple tells a tale with similarities to the bird section of “The
Squire’s Tale.”

Phoebus Apollo, the Greek god, has a white crow that can imitate the
speech of any man. Phoebus’s wife cheats on him; the crow sees everything,
and when Phoebus returns, the crow tells him of the adultery. Phoebus kills
his wife and breaks his bow and arrow, but then he blames the crow for
telling him: he rips out the crow’s white feathers and then curses all crows to
be black and not to be able to speak.

The Canterbury Tales: “The Parson’s Tale”

The Host notes that the only pilgrim who has not yet spoken is the Parson
and asks him to give a final tale. The Parson says that he will not tell a fable,
but only a serious, religious tale; he also states that he is a Southern man
and does not speak “rum, ram, ruf,” a snide reference to traditional alliterative
verse. “The Parson’s Tale” is in fact in prose, and it is not quite a tale, but
rather an extended, learned treatise on sin and penance.

Lecture 14:
The Canterbury Tales:

“The Canon’s Yeoman’s Tale,” “The Manciple’s Tale,”
“The Retraction,” and Our Conclusions
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There are two sections on penance (contrition and confession) and then a
discussion of the seven deadly sins (subdivided into many smaller cate-
gories) and each of their remedies; this is followed by a discussion of satis-
faction, either almsgiving or bodily pain. The Parson concludes by stating that
the fruit of penance is the bliss of heaven.

Although many contemporary readers do not actually finish “The Parson’s
Tale,” and although it is not in keeping with modern sensibilities, the manu-
script evidence suggests that it was seen as a satisfactory ending for the
Tales for most of their critical history.

The Canterbury Tales: The Retraction

“Here the maker of this book takes his leave” writes Chaucer. He prays that
his readers credit every good thing to Jesus Christ and blame any fault on
Chaucer’s lack of abilities, not his lack of will; he also asks for Christ’s for-
giveness and mercy. Chaucer then lists the canon of his works and revokes
them, including Troilus, the Book of the 25 Ladies (The Legend of Good
Women), The Book of the Duchess, The Parliament of Fowls, The Tales of
Canterbury (“those which are conducive to sin”), The Book of the Lion (which
has been lost), “and many a song and a lecherous lay.” Chaucer is willing to
retain credit for his translation of Boethius’s Consolation of Philosophy, books
of legends, of saints, of homilies and devotions, and he again asks for Jesus’
blessing and mercy upon his soul.

“The Retraction” has been a puzzle to critics for centuries: if Chaucer is
serious about retracting his works, why did he keep The Canterbury Tales
together? What does the qualifier “those which are conducive to sin”
really mean?

Conclusions

The Canterbury Tales gives the illusion of a complete picture of medieval
England, but we need to remember that it is a work of art, not a work of jour-
nalism or anthropology. Chaucer’s great genius is to perfectly, urbanely,
pleasantly examine a huge variety of literary and cultural issues and then pre-
sent his interpretation to us through beautiful poetry and clever wit.



1. Discuss the way Chaucer re-emphasizes his “frame narrative” by having
the Canon’s Yeoman and the Canon ride up to the company. Why would
Chaucer want to re-emphasize the journey motif at this stage of the Tales?

2. Chaucer says that he retracts those tales “which sowen into sin” (lead peo-
ple into sin). Which tales do you think he means? Would allegorical read-
ings of tales like “The Miller’s” and “The Nun’s Priest’s” mean that these
tales do not need to be “retracted”?

Aers, David. Community, Gender, and Individual Identity. London:
Routledge, 1998.

Patterson, Lee W. “The Parsons Tale and the Quiting of the Canterbury
Tales.” Traditio 34 (1978), pp. 331-80.
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Below is a short list of some of the more common Middle English words (with their
Modern English meaning) used by Chaucer in his works.

Middle English Modern English
Word Meaning

Chaf . . . . . . . . . . . .chaff, the uneatable husks from wheat; by extension, the
aspects of an allegorical story that do not instruct one in
Christian doctrine and thus can be ignored (see Fruyt)

Degree . . . . . . . . .social rank

Eke . . . . . . . . . . . .also

Fre . . . . . . . . . . . .free, generous, unconstrained

Fruyt . . . . . . . . . .fruit, the edible grain from wheat; by extension, the
aspects of an allegorical story that instruct one in Christian
doctrine (see Chaff)

Gentilesse . . . . . . .gentility, gentleness, showing signs of good breeding,
politeness

Gloss . . . . . . . . . . .to interpret; also to write interpretive comments in between
the lines of a manuscript

Hende . . . . . . . . . .clever

Japes . . . . . . . . . . .jests, pranks

Kan . . . . . . . . . . . .know

Kinde . . . . . . . . . .nature

Likerous . . . . . . . .desiring, lustful

Moot . . . . . . . . . . .may

Newfangelnesse . .novelty

Privetee . . . . . . . .secrets, private parts

Queynte . . . . . . . .pleasing (also slang for
female genitalia)

Sentence . . . . . . . .meaning

Sikerly . . . . . . . . .certainly

Solaas . . . . . . . . . .enjoyment, comfort

Soothly . . . . . . . . .truly

Swynk . . . . . . . . . .work, have sex

Tredefowel . . . . . .copulating rooster

Wende . . . . . . . . .go

Wiht . . . . . . . . . . .person (wight)

Wood . . . . . . . . . .crazy

Woot . . . . . . . . . . .knows

MIDDLE ENGLISH WORDS



� 1340 (?) Chaucer’s birth

� 1348–50 Black death in England

� 1357 Chaucer at Prince Lionel’s court

� 1359–60 Chaucer fights in French war, is
captured and ransomed

� 1360–65 Chaucer studies law at Inner
Temple (?)

� 1366 Chaucer travels to Spain on
king’s business

� 1366 (?) Chaucer marries Phillipa Roet

� 1367 Chaucer at King Edward III’s court;
birth of Chaucer’s daughter Elizabeth

� 1369 Death of Blanche of Lancaster; Book of
the Duchess

� 1370 Chaucer is sent abroad in the
king’s service

� 1371 Birth of Chaucer’s son Thomas

� 1372–73 Diplomatic mission to Italy

� 1374 Chaucer appointed Comptroller of Customs and Subsidies

� 1376–77 Diplomatic missions abroad

� 1377 Death of Edward III, accession of Richard II at 10 years old

� 1378 Second mission to Italy

� 1381 Peasants Revolt

� 1382–84 The House of Fame

� 1385 Chaucer appointed Justice of the Peace in Kent

� 1385–87 Troilus and Criseyde (?)

� 1386 Chaucer becomes a Member of Parliament

� 1387 Chaucer dismissed as Comptroller; death of Phillipa

� 1387–88 Begins writing The Canterbury Tales

� 1388 Chaucer appointed Clerk of the King’s Works

� 1390 Chaucer appointed Forester of Parks

� 1391 Treatise on the Astrolabe

� 1391 Chaucer dismissed from Clerkship

� 1398 Travels in England on king’s business

� 1399 Deposition of Richard II; Henry IV becomes king

� 1400 Death of Geoffrey Chaucer, October 25 (?)

© Clipart.com
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COURSE MATERIALS

Suggested Reading for This Course:

You’ll get the most out of this course if you have the following book:

Chaucer, Geoffrey. The Riverside Chaucer. Eds. Larry D. Benson, et al.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987.

Suggested Readings for Other Lectures in This Course:

Boitani, Piero, and Jill Mann, eds. The Cambridge Companion to Chaucer.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004.

Pearsall, Derek. The Life of Geoffrey Chaucer. Oxford: Blackwell, 1992.

Other Books of Interest:

Aers, David. Chaucer, Langland and the Creative Imagination. London:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1980.

———. Community, Gender, and Individual Identity. London: Routledge, 1998.

Benson, C. David. Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde. London: Unwin
Hyman, 1990.

Boethius. The Consolation of Philosophy. Trans. Joel C. Relihan.
Indianapolis: Hackett, 2001.

Brewer, D.S. Chaucer and His World. New York: Dodd Mead, 1978.

Bynum, Carolyn Walker. Fragmentation and Redemption: Essays on Gender
and the Human Body in Medieval Religion. New York: Zone Books, 1992.

Crow, Martin M., and Claire C. Olson, eds. Chaucer Life-Records. Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1966.

Crystal, David. The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the English Language.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003.

Delany, Sheila. The Naked Text: Chaucer’s Legend of Good Women. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1994.

Dinshaw, Carolyn. Chaucer’s Sexual Poetics. Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1989.

Donaldson, E. Talbot. Speaking of Chaucer. London: Athlone Press, 1970.

Frantzen, Allen J. Troilus and Criseyde: The Poem and the Frame. New
York: Twayne, 1993.

Hansen, Elaine Tuttle. Chaucer and the Fictions of Gender. Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1992.

Harwood, Britton, and Gillian Overing, eds. Class and Gender in Early
English Literature: Intersections. Indianapolis: Indiana University Press,
1994.

Knapp, Peggy. Chaucer and the Social Contest. New York: Routledge, 1990.
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Other Books of Interest (continued):

Mann, Jill. Chaucer and Medieval Estates Satire: The Literature of Social
Classes and the General Prologue to The Canterbury Tales. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1973.

Patterson, Lee W. “The Parson’s Tale and the Quiting of the Canterbury
Tales.” Traditio 34 (1978), pp. 331-80.

Pearsall, Derek. The Canterbury Tales. London: Allen and Unwin, 1985.

Rickert, Edith, Martin M. Crow, and Claire C. Olson, eds. Chaucer’s World.
New York: Columbia University Press, 1948.

Robertson, D.W. A Preface to Chaucer: Studies in Medieval Perspectives.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1962.

Rowland, Beryl, ed. A Companion to Chaucer Studies. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1979.

Strohm, Paul. Social Chaucer. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1989.

Windeatt, Barry A. Chaucer’s Dream Poetry: Sources and Analogues.
Woodbridge, Suffolk: D.S. Brewer, 1982.

These books are available online through www.modernscholar.com
or by calling Recorded Books at 1-800-636-3399.
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